
Project Management 
Successful projects are integral to how we see ourselves

Our project managers 
keep track of the 
task and are masters 
in planning and 
coordination.



Our Project Management division

The world in transition

Against the backdrop of the global climate protection 
agreement and the worldwide climate protection movements, 
more and more countries are rising to the challenges posed 
by the energy transition. Many companies around the world 
have set themselves the huge goal of converting their energy 
supply in order to be fit for the future. This is already resulting 
in an increasing number of new and sometimes very complex 
decommissioning, new-build and modernization projects, 
and will continue to do so in the future.

Our Project Management team is there to help you

Medium and large-scale projects pose particular challenges 
for companies due to insufficient in-house capacities and, 
in some cases, a lack of experience in executing projects. 
Our experienced Project Management team is at your side 
to make sure that you, too, can successfully carry out your 
projects. We pursue your project goals and ensure that you 
accomplish them on time, efficiently and sustainably. Our effi-
cient project management helps you in complex projects with 
various participants. We plan and manage your projects with 
the required expertise and the necessary agreement with all 
parties involved – from the project developer, the responsible 
authorities and technical experts, right through to suppliers.

The general parameters of projects are not 
getting any easier, making project management 

as a core competence an increasingly important 
success factor in handling projects.



Why have your project managed by VPC?

We look back on many decades of experience in handling a wide variety of national 
and international projects. Our Project Management division pools core expertise 
as well as methods and tools for successfully carrying out simple and complex 
projects, making us a strong and competent partner for your existing project team. 
From the start of the project with the planning of procedures, deadlines, resources 
and costs, through to monitoring and managing the project during execution and 
ensuring its successful completion, we offer you the entire service spectrum of 
professional project management. We give you the experts you need to implement 
your tasks individually, collectively and in terms of organization.

Our goal is to successfully implement your upcoming projects with you. Entrust us 
with your projects and let us prove to you that we are the partner you’re looking for.

Our services at a glance
• Efficient and target-oriented project management throughout all project phases, 

by professional and experienced project managers

• Management of temporary teams 

• Lender’s engineer or owner’s engineer services

• Workflow planning for simple and complex projects across all project phases and 
taking into account numerous project participants

• Time scheduling and expediting

• Coordination of all parties involved in a project (e. g. authorities, media, suppliers, 
inspection bodies etc.)

• Claim, risk and cost management support

• Approval and permit application planning

• Coordination and performance of quality assurance measures, from 
the conceptual design phase to commissioning and across all trades and 
contract sections



VPC GmbH is a member of the Dornier Group
We provide infrastructure services in the following sectors:

• Plant Engineering
• Operation & Maintenance
• Energy & Environment
• Renewable Energies
• Aviation
• Mobility
• Nuclear Services
• Real Estate
• Water

Visit us at:

www.dornier-group.com

Managing Directors: Dr. Ralf Gilgen, Christian Daumann, Patrick Rauh, Dr. Daniel Seibt

Kraftwerkstr. 22 · 03226 Vetschau / Spreewald · Germany

Phone: +49 30 253991-0 · Fax: +49 30 253991-99

contact@vpc-group.biz

Our project managers rise 
to the challenges in the 
projects, overcoming each 
and every hurdle in the best 
interests of our customers.
Normen Seifert 
Head of Division, Project Management


